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Directions: 

1. Score the 9” x 9” piece of Green CS, as directed in the above template, using a score board. 

2. Cut along the 6 ½” score lines up to the 3” score line on the intersecting side, as directed in the above template 

using paper snips.  Keep the cut out pieces for decorating the box. 

3. Crease along all of the score line, using a bone folder. 

4. Take the four 2 ½” x 3” Green CS cut out pieces from the template, and trim them each down to 2 ½” x 2 ½” pieces. 

5. Emboss the four 2 ½” x 2 ½” pieces of Green CS, using the Flowers Impressabilities and the Grand Calibur.  You want 

to place the white side of the CS up against the surface of the Impressabilities. 

6. Lightly sand the surface of the embossed 2 ½” x 2 ½” pieces of Green CS, using a sanding block. 

7. Die cut four small “medallions” from the four 2” x 2” pieces of Brown CS, using the Round About Shapeabilities Cut · 

Fold · Tuck dies and the Grand Calibur. 

8. Die cut four medium “medallions” from the four 3” x 3” pieces of Orange CS, using the Round About Shapeabilities 

Cut · Fold · Tuck dies and the Grand Calibur. 

9. Fold and tuck the four small die cut pieces and the four medium die cut pieces, as shown in the video. 

Round About Gift Box 

 
Supplies: 

 Paper: Green CS, Orange CS, Brown CS - White Wash 
Collection (Core’dinations); Mellow DP (Basic Grey) 

 Accessories: Flowers Impressabilities, Round About 
Shapeabilities Cut · Fold · Tuck Grand Calibur (Spellbinders); 
score board, hot glue (Martha Stewart); paper snips, bone 
folder, sanding block (Stampin’ Up!); Tombow multi-
purpose liquid adhesive (Tombow); red liner tape (Simon 
Says Stamp); Poppies and Peonies sculpted flowers (Prima 
Marketing) 

 

Dimensions: 

 Green CS: a 9” x 9” piece 

 Brown CS: four 2” x 2” pieces 

 Orange CS: four 3” x 3” pieces 

 Floral pattern DP: four 2 ⅞” x 2 ⅞” pieces 
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Take the 9” x 9” piece of CS and with a score board, score the CS 
at 3” and then at 6”. Rotate your CS 90° and repeat scoring the 
CS at 3” and at 6”. You will repeat this so that all four sides of 
your CS at scored in the same manner. Once you have scored the 
CS then you will score each side of the CS at 6 ½” from the edge 
of the CS up to the 3” score line on the intersecting side. Repeat 
on all four sides of the CS. Cut along these 6 ½” score lines with 
paper snip. Cut along the each 3” up to the 6” score line, as 
shown in the video, removing the areas indicated by grey. 
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10. Center and stick the four 2 ⅞” x 2 ⅞” pieces of floral pattern DP to the four outside panels of the box, using Tombow 

multi-purpose liquid adhesive. 

11. Center and stick the four embossed 2 ½” x 2 ½” pieces of Green CS to the four outside panels of the box, using 

Tombow multi-purpose liquid adhesive. 

12. Run a strip of red liner tape along one of the ½” flaps on the box.  Remove the red backing folding the box upwards 

stick the small panel to the inside of the side panel, as shown in the video.  Repeat with the remaining three ½” 

flaps. 

13. Center and stick a medium “medallion” to one side of the box, using hot glue.  Center and stick a small “medallion” 

to the center of the medium “medallion”, using hot glue.  Allow time for the glue to set. 

14. Repeat step 14 for the three remaining sides of the box. 

15. Stick a self adhesive sculpted flower to the center of each of the medallions on your box.  You’re done!  


